
 LEAD US NOT INTO TEMPTATION… 

A LENTEN STUDY OF CS LEWIS’ THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS [#2] 

Letter #6 through Letter #11  

INTRODUCTIONS 

I. The Screwtape Letters (1942) 
 ***The “genesis” of the book came July 20-21, 1940. Published essays in THE   

  GUARDIAN Newspaper in Great Britain from May 2, 1941-November 28, 1941. 

 ***One of Lewis’ most popular and best selling books. (31 Letters compiled) 

 ***WORMWOOD is a novice devil who has been assigned as a tempter on the  

earth from his UNCLE SCREWTAPE who is the Undersecretary for the Infernal 

Lowerarchy and WORMWOOD’S supervisor. THE PATIENT is an ordinary young man 

who lives in England during WW2. OTHER CHARACTERS include THE PATIENT’S 

FIANCE, THE PATIENT’S MOTHER, THE ENEMY (GOD), OUR FATHER BELOW 

(THE DEVIL), SLUBGOB (The Head of the Training College for Younger 

Tempters/Demons), GLUBOSE (The Tempter/Demon in charge of the patient’s mother), 

SLUMTRIMPET (The Tempter/Demon in charge of the patient’s fiancé) 

 ***Its Purpose: “to give all the psychology of temptation from the other point of  

  View.” (Letter to his brother Warnie Lewis). Dedicated to JRR Tolkien with two  

  quotes (from Martin Luther and Thomas More) 

 A. Some Thoughts from the Original Preface of 1941/42 

  *No intention of explaining how this correspondence fell into my hands. 

  *There are two equal and opposite errors into which our (human) race can  

   fall about the devils…One is to disbelieve in their existence. The  

   other is to believe and feel an excessive and unhealthy interest in  

   them…(continue reading)… 

  *Remember the devil is a liar so not everything the devil says should be  

   taken to be true…There is even wishful thinking in Hell as on earth. 

 B. Some Thoughts from the Revised Preface of 1960 

  *The Most Common Question Lewis Received: Did I really believe in the  

   Devil? Lewis’ Answer (pvii) 

  *The Impact of Milton, Dante, Goethe (Faust), Chesterton (read p.ix) 

  *The Idea of Hell: Hell is a state where everyone is perpetually concerned  

   about his own dignity and advancement, where everyone has a  

   grievance, and where everyone lived the deadly serious passions of  



   envy, self-importance and resentment. (p.ix) and then symbolized  

   Hell as a bureaucracy of the Managerial Age where Administration  

   is of the highest virtue (read p.x) 

  *The Absurd Fancy that devils are engaged in the disinterested pursuit of  

   something called Evil…They are practical beings with two motives  

   1.) The Fear of Punishment (“Hell contains Deeper Hells.”). 

   2.) A Kind of Hunger (passion to dominate and devour (an)other). 

  *The Desire to have written a similar work with advice from an archangel  

   to a person’s guardian angel (Heaven). 

 

 

***Letter #6 Summary: Capitalize on his uncertainty; divert his attention from the Enemy 

(GOD) and to what good he should be doing and turn it on himself; re-direct his malice (anger) 

to his everyday neighbors and friends and his benevolence (charity) to people he does not know 

or know well. 

*Select Readings from Letter #6  

 

*Key Quote: “God wants men to be concerned with what they do. Our business is to keep 

   them thinking about what will happen to them.” 

 

* A Biblical Reflection on anxiety and fear about the future. [Read Mark 4:18-19 and  

   Philippians 4:6] 

***Letter #7 Summary: Keep him ignorant of your existence and make him either an extreme 

patriot or an extreme pacifist who regards his cause as the most important part of Christianity. 

 *Select Readings from Letter #7 

*Key Quote: “Once you have made the world an end and faith a means, you have almost  

  won your man and it makes very little difference what kind of worldly end he is  

  pursuing.” 

***Letter #8 Summary: Make good use of your patient’s series of troughs (lows) and peaks 

(highs) [undulation] and beware that the Enemy (GOD) relies on the troughs more than the 

peaks. 

 *Select Readings from Letter #8 

*Key Quotes: “Humans are amphibians---half spirit and half animal…Our cause is never  

 more in danger than when a human, no longer desiring but still intending to do 

 our Enemy’s will, looks around upon a universe from which every trace of Him 

 seems to have vanished and asks why he has been forsaken and yet still obeys.” 

 *A Biblical Reflection on why trials (Romans 5:3 and James 1:2-4) 

 



***Letter #9 Summary: Capitalize on trough periods by tempting him with sensual pleasures 

(esp. sex) making him content with his moderated religion and directly attacking his faith as 

merely a “phase”. 

 *Select Reading from Letter #9  

 *Key Quotes: “Never forget that when we are dealing with any pleasure in its healthy and 

  normal satisfying form, we are in a sense on the Enemy’s Ground…A Moderated  

  religion is as good for us as no religion at all and more amusing.” 

 *A Biblical Reflection on moderated religion (lukewarm) from Revelation 3:15-16 

 

 

***Letter #10 Summary: Encourage the new and spiritually harmful relationship the patient has 

developed with a middle aged couple who are “rich, smart, superficially intellectual, brightly 

skeptical” and worldly, for this will be very effective in the patient living a “double life” or a life 

that blends into the world very comfortably. 

 *Select Reading from Letter #10 

*Key Quote: “All mortals tend to turn into the thing they are pretending to be. This is  

  elementary. The real question is how to prepare for the Enemy’s counter   

  attack…The first thing is to delay as long as possible the moment at which he (the 

  patient) realizes this new pleasure as a temptation…get him to spend more than he 

  can afford and to neglect his work and his mother.” 

*A Biblical Reflection on John 17:13-19 and 1 John 2:15-17 “in the world but not of it” 

***Letter #11 Summary: Understand the Four Causes of Laughter among Humans (joy, fun, a 

proper joke, flippancy) and know that jokes and flippancy can be very advantageous in the battle 

with the Enemy. 

 *Select Reading from Letter #11 

 *Key Quote: “[There are] thoroughly reliable people; steady, consistent scoffers and  

  worldlings who without any spectacular crimes are progressing quietly and  

  comfortably towards our Father’s House [hell]..You speak of their being great  

  laughers, I trust this does not mean that you are under the impression that laughter 

  as such is always in our favor. The point is worth some attention.” 

 *A Biblical Reflection on Psalm 1 and Psalm 19:14. 

Conclusion with The Lord’s Prayer 

Next Week: The Screwtape Letters Continues with Letters #12-17 


